Year 6: New World Way
Gonna take my plastic to the bin
And Recycle til I got no more (x2)
Got my picker in my hand
Rubbish in the bag
Gotta tell the man
That pollution is bad

(repeat)

Ain’t nobody doin’ nothin’ (x2)
We’re gonna have to do somethin’ (x2)

REPEAT CHORUS

We need this in our lives

Or humans’ gonna die
We’re singing you this song
Don’t you know what’s going on?
(repeat)

REPEAT CHORUS

Pollution is bad, Global Warming is worse
Leave the oil in the ground, we’re trying to save the world
Gonna sue Parliament til they make it right
Gonna tell the world til they realise
You can’t eat money and you can’t drink oil
And you can’t grow food if you got no soil
This ain’t no illusion it’s a big mistake
We can’t wait to take away the waste

Nursery: Mini Beast
The ants go marching one by one
Hoorah hoorah
The ants go marching one by one
Hoorah hoorah
The ants go marching one by one
They cannot stop till their work is done
When they’ll all go marching down in the ground
To go back to their home Stomp stomp stomp
The grasshopper jumps up two by two
Hoorah hoorah
The grasshopper jumps up two by two
Hoorah hoorah
The grasshopper jumps up two my two
They cannot stop till their work is through
When they’ll all go jumping down to the grass
To go back to their home Jump jump jump
The butterflies flutter by three by three
Hoorah hoorah
The butterflies flutter by three by three
Hoorah hoorah
The butterflies flutter by three by three
They cannot stop work till it’s time for tea
When they’ll all go fluttering down to the tree
To go back to their home Flutter flutter flutter
The beetles scurry by four by four
Hoorah hoorah
The beetles scurry by four by four
Hoorah hoorah
The beetles scurry by four by four
They cannot stop work till there’s no more
When they’ll all go scurrying down in the rocks
To go back to their home Scurry scurry scurry
The bees go buzzing five by five
Hoorah hoorah
The bees go buzzing five by five
Hoorah hoorah
The bees go buzzing five by five
They cannot stop work till they’ll built the hive
When they’ll all go buzzing down to the tree
To go back to their home Buzz buzz buzz
The spiders crawl up six my six
Hoorah hoorah
The spiders crawl up six by six
Hoorah hoorah
The spiders crawl up six by six
They cannot stop work till their web is fixed
When they’ll all go crawling down to the ground
To go back to their home Creep creep creep

you drive it, just stop
you fly it, just stop

you cycling, keep going
you walking, keep going
our home we’re losing, c’mon let’s keep it
the ice is melting, c’mon let’s freeze it
it’s dying, let’s save it x4
you like the weather, gee thanks – it’s nature
you see it, you know it, it’s dying, then save it
11 years left to solve it
That’s the way they have told it
Magnetic car is the future
We gotta make them unfold it
Before the years pass
No more time to rehearse
Our useless actions
Can’t be reversed
Plant goes from seed to the shoot!
Planet needs time to reboot.
Grow from the root.
Action is led by the youth.
People are following suit.
Look at the world, look at the words
Look at the youth we wanna be heard
Look at the planet, it’s starting to burn

A better future is what we deserve
you drop it, you clean it x4
you like the weather, gee thanks – it’s nature
you see it, you know it, it’s dying, it’s GONE

Year 5: 11 Years

Reception: The Lion Sleeps Tonight

We like the cars but we hate the pollution

A-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh

why can’t we use a magnetic solution

A-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh

cars and the fuels are polluting the air

A-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh

all of the humans just don’t really care

A-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh

working together makes everything better

In the jungle, the mighty jungle, the Lion sleeps tonight

haven’t you heard of a hero called Greta

In the jungle, the mighty jungle, the Lion sleeps tonight

making great speeches about climate change

A-weeeeeh, ee-ee-ee, weeeh- o –wimoweh

some people call her a little bit strange

A-weeeeeh, ee-ee-ee, weeeh- o -wimoweh

you drop it, you clean it

In the spaceship, the silver spaceship, the Lion takes control

you drop it, you clean it
we need a tactic, collect the plastic
you like the weather, gee thanks – it’s nature
you see it, you know it, it’s dying, then save it
it’s dying, then save it x4
you like the weather, gee thanks – it’s nature
you see it, you know it, it’s dying, then save it

In the spaceship, the silver spaceship, the Lion takes control
A-weeeeeh, ee-ee-ee, weeeh- o –wimoweh
A-weeeeeh, ee-ee-ee, weeeh- o –wimoweh
Hush my darling, be still my darling, the Lion’s on the
phone

I like the trees and I hate the pollution

Hush my darling, be still my darling, the Lion’s on the
phone

deforestation is not the solution

A-weeeeeh, ee-ee-ee, weeeh- o –wimoweh

blossoms and flowers are sprouting in Spring

A-weeeeeh, ee-ee-ee, weeeh- o -wimoweh

fish are all swallowing our plastic things

A-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh

innocent trees getting cut down for paper

A-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh

ignorant adults leave action for later

A-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh

youth on the protests to stop you polluting

A-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh, a-wimoweh

boy I do hope that my planet stops hurting

A-wimoweh!

you drive it, just stop

Year1: The Eco Body

you fly it, just stop

These are my Eyes, to see everywhere , yo-ho-hoho

you cycling, keep going

This is my Skull, to protect my brain …

you walking, keep going

This is my Heart it beats like this

our home we’re losing, c’mon let’s keep it

…Voice, it sounds like this

the ice is melting, c’mon let’s freeze it

…Throat, to swallow my food

it’s dying, let’s save it x4

Belly, where all the food goes

you like the weather, gee thanks – it’s nature

Spine, up and down

you see it, you know it, it’s dying, then save it

Bones, to run and walk
Skin , to hold it all in
Hair, all over my chin
This was my song, it went like this, yo-ho-hoho

Year 2: Rock Pool
Tide came in this morning

Year 4: Strike Back!

Tide went out again

Electricity – (Electricity) x2

So in the rock pool I remain.

Strike back-tricity – (Strike back-tricity) x2

When the tide comes in this evening

I like tricity – (I like tricity) x2

It’s gonna take me away

Strike back-tricity – (Strike back-tricity) x2

So I’m in the rock pool all the day.
CHORUS

Lightning - (Frightening) x2

I’m in the rock pool (x3)

The tower of power – (the tower of power)

All day long

Lightning - (Frightening) x2

I’m in the rock pool (x3)

The tower of power – (the tower of power)

Singing this song.

Lightning from my heart – (We’ve got to make a start) x2

Limpets, mussels and abalones
They all love to sing along

Before we tear the world apart x3

And sea stars love to solo
In the rock pool song.

Totally wired – (totally weird) x4

Snails and tube worms take it slow

Energy – (synergy) x8

Nudibranchs go with the flow
Sponges soak up the action

Energy – (From the turbine)

In the rock pool show.

Energy – (From the sunshine)

Red and brown and green algae

Energy – (From the oceine)

Sea grass and anemones

Energy - (From the earth)

You’re a friend to the end

[repeat this section]

In the rock pool, baby!
REPEAT CHORUS

Year 3: Burn it to the Ground
One of the so-called ‘Jewels of the Earth’ 4 layers of ecosystem
10% of all living things; 10 minutes from tree-top to floor
20% of world’s oxygen; 150 species of spider 1400 species
of butterfly
More than 3000 species of fish 3800 species of bird
40,000 species of plant; 2.5 million species of insect
5.5 million kilometres squared 30 million insects are there

Before we tear the world apart x3

Strike back – (take your life back) x6

Strike Back!

